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The FEK - Friedrich-Ebert-Krankenhaus
Neumünster GmbH hospital establishes
sustainable long-term archiving with
Silent Cubes from FAST LTA
Faster access to data supports physicians in their daily work and helps optimize patient care

Jürgen Spanier has been working
in the middle of a construction site
since 2008 – one that will remain
so until 2018, the projected completion date for the renovation of
the FEK - Friedrich-Ebert-Krankenhauses Neumünster GmbH
(FEK) hospital in Neumünster. Yet
even amidst all the hustle and
bustle, Spanier is first and foremost gratified that all which he
oversees as IT manager for the
concern is already well-established
and wholly integrated across the

board: “We’re highly networked
and we also have broad in-house
interconnectivity. For example, our
Hospital Information System (KIS)
communicates with the Radiology
Information System (RIS) and the
Centricity Digital Image Management System (PACS) from GE.
Plus our lab and other subsystems
are also bidirectionally connected.” With its 14 clinics and three
institutes treating 25,000 long and
short-term inpatients in addition
to more than 36,000 outpatients

annually, there simply isn’t any
other way for this key healthcare
provider to function efficiently. The
FEK additionally introduced digital
patient files in 2002, to which both
the KIS as well as the RIS send
their digital data. All the primarily
non-digital paper files containing
referral documents and such are
eventually scanned and likewise
integrated into the digital file after
a patient is released.

From optical media to Silent Cubes
The first step the 645-bed hospital some 50 kilometers north of
Hamburg took in digitization was
archiving all their records on DVDs.
“We purchased our first jukebox
with three terabytes of memory in 2003, only to have to add a

second one not even three and a
half years later. After using up all
the memory on that one too, we
had to start considering a strategy better suited to the future,” explains Spanier. Due to how prone
mechanical archiving media such

“I’m very happy with our Silent Cubes and I can wholeheartedly
recommend them with a clear conscience.“
Jürgen Spanier, IT Manager FEK Neumünster

as DVD and magnetic tape libraries are to failure, the focus shifted
away from optical media – and
thereby turned directly on Silent
Cubes from FAST LTA. “I find it to
be a very attractive technical solution. It’s installed with three times
four disks from a series of different
vendors – that alone promises the
highest fail-safe operation. You
can tell there’s a lot of know-how

built into these Cubes. And the
vendor being awarded the certificate for revision-safe archiving by
an internationally renowned auditing firm simply underscores the
very high security standard,” raves
the IT manager.
Today, the FEK is already working
with four Silent Cubes. The first
two with 16 terabytes of memory,
configured like the others completely redundantly, were then expanded by two 24-terabyte-strong
Cubes. Spanier estimates they,
too, will be full in four years.
“We never had any problem at all
during installation. It only took one

day to install the Cubes, integrating them into the PACS took just
one more. The cooperation between all the companies involved
was also as smooth as could be,”
commends Spanier. Close cooperation was particularly essential
during the initial 2009 installation of the storage cubes as there was roughly seven-and-a-half
terabytes of old data on DVDs to
migrate. “Even during that process, which effectively took six
weeks, there were no complications whatsoever,” relates FEK’s IT
expert.

Jürgen Spanier
IT Manager FEK Neumünster

Flexible long-term archiving of continually more data
The data from Centricity PACS and
the digital patient files are currently
archived on Silent Cubes. Yet storage needs have risen dramatically
just within the last few years due
to new modalities producing continually higher amounts of data. For
example, PACS images alone take
up three-and-a-half terabytes annually, all told the storage volume
over the given timeframe amounts
to a good four terabytes – and
counting. By about 30% each
year. Needs will skyrocket again as
of 2014 after the planned dedication of new operating rooms and
the integration of further imaging
systems. Such growth rates also
require a high degree of long-term
archiving flexibility.

Data is migrated to the Silent Cubes immediately upon its creation.
“The system used to collect the
data until there was enough to fill
and burn a DVD,” says Spanier,
recalling the time before 2009. Today, patient studies are sent to the
PACS, stored in the short-term archive and after being entered into
the database, immediately sent on
to the long-term archive and securely stored there, mirrored on two
Cubes. The Silent Cubes Controller manages the mirroring automatically.
FAST LTA storage cubes are the
primary archiving medium at FEK,
the short-term PACS memory serving only as the technical bridge.

“Requests for X-rays go right
through PACS which preloads the
images from the Silent Cubes,” as
Spanier explains the process.
All data are archived uncompressed, following a decision
made by a project group prior to
the introduction of the PACS. “ We
all discussed this at great length as
a group and came to the conclusion we would not pinch pennies
at the expense of the patients and
their wellbeing. I also feel that it’s
not always necessary to squeeze
out the very last bit of memory,”
says Spanier in support of the decision.

Faster access and impressive service

We secure Terabytes.

Particularly since the advantages
of current long-term archiving lie
somewhere else entirely. “Compared to the DVD solution, we’ve
quite clearly become much faster,”
noted the IT manager. “Before, it
would take up to twenty minutes
for archived images to load on the
screen – with an even far longer
set-up time. Today, it’s just a matter of seconds. We can now access any data very quickly. That’s
obviously a major boon to the daily
activities of the physicians.” With
the DVD jukeboxes, data had to
be imported and reloaded manually, that took time. While perhaps
not too much of an issue in the
case of planned or scheduled examinations, definitely a big problem
during emergencies.

FAST LTA specialises in long-term
data storage. Our certified storage
solutions have been expressly and
categorically developed for the
secure, cost-effective, long-term
safeguarding of digital data.

“I’m very happy with our Silent
Cubes and I can wholeheartedly recommend them with a clear
conscience,” sums up IT manager
Jürgen Spanier. “We were also impressed with FAST LTA as a partner. If there ever was a problem,
their customer service responded
immediately, scheduled an on-site
appointment and also kept it. Everything was perfect. The integrated
system monitoring process sends
advance automated notifications
of any imminent disturbances to
administrators here at the clinic
and also externally at FAST. The
redundant platform enables technical procedures or even software
updates to be performed without
any downtime for the user. Thus,
our systems have been up and
running now for more than four
years – flawlessly, and above all,
without one single outage.”

Our core technology is a pat.pend.
WORM hard disk controller which
uses a special coding algorithm and
audits all data on a regular basis.
FAST LTA has been certified
according to ISO9001 and meets
highest quality standards.
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